


AGENDA FOR 34th  DIVISIONAL PNM MEETING 
 

Subject No 1/34  Sr.DOM, Sr.DME/P
 
Out station detention of GDR to be minimized to 36 hrs especially in GDG-BJP section. 
 
Remarks: Sr.DOM: This will be ensured. 
 
Subject NO.2/34  

Sr. DOM 
Separate Guards Monitoring Controller to be required as par with Loco Pilots Controller. 

Remarks: This will be examined. 

Subject NO.3/34  
Sr. DOM 

a) Strengthening of Guards at BJP. 

Remarks: As on date there are 67 vacancies in guards cadre.  As and when vacancies are 
filled up, strengthening of Guards at BJP will be done. 

Sr. DME/P, Sr. DOM 
b) One extra Shunter at UBL yard to provided in all shifts. 
Remarks: Sr.DME (P)/UBL has been requested to provide on Extra Shunter at UBL yard vide 
this office letter No.H/T.154/Divn./ PNM/15 dated 11.11.2015. 

Subject NO.4/34  
Sr. DSTE/M 

a) Additional staff to S&T department: After doubling of Track staff of S&T dept is falling short. 
Since the work load increase, staff remained as it is. 

Remarks: HPT-TGT section doubling, a proposal for creation of 46 additional staff to maintain 
the increase in signaling assets has been made and sent to HQrs. CPO Office on 15.07.2015 
vide Sr.DPO/UBL letter No.H/P.135/V/S&T/Crea-Surr/HPT-RVNL Doubling.  

Sr. DCM 
b) Supply of Chairs and Cup boards to Commercial dept at DWR: There is no adequate 
shortage of Cup boards and chairs to Booking Office, Parcel Office, Reservation Office, TC 
Office, weigh bridge at Dharwad. Kindly arrange to supply of 3 Cup boards and 8 long back 
revolving chairs. 
Remarks: Procurement and supply of cupboards and revolving chairs will be processed. 

Subject NO.5/34  
Sr.DSTE/M, Sr. DEN/W 

Material room for S&T departmental: There is no room in section station to keep the S& T 
material since it is not allowed to keep material in battery/Relay room. Kindly make 
arrangements in every station to keep the material. 

Remarks: Sr.DEN/W: S&T Department to submit the requirement details like size of store 
room, location etc., to propose the work. 



Remarks: Sr.DSTE/M: In the proposed doubling work, the S&T accommo- dation  as per the 
approved plan is being constructed which is having the facility of one room for ESM Maintainers 
cum Data logger Diagnostic room where ESMs can keep the very urgent needy materials of 
day-to-day maintenance. 

Subject NO.6/34  
Sr. DSTE/M 

a) Provision of room at S&T office, DWR:  It is demanded to construct an additional room for 
office at S&T office, DWR for convenient working. 
 
Remarks: A work proposal for extension of SSE/Sig/DWR office is under preparation.  A work 
will be proposed for the same. 

Sr. DOM 
b) Stoppage of T.No: 56921/56922 at SVTN:  This union requests to make stoppage of T.no: 
56921/56922 UBL-BGM & BGM-UBL pass at SVTN station for the convenient of employees. 

Remarks: For stoppage of Passenger train requires Headquarters approval.  The matter will be 
referred to Headquarters for stoppage of Train No.56921/56922 UBL-BGM-UBL Passenger 
trains for the convenience of staff. 

Subject NO.7/34  
 DEN/HQ 

a) There is no proper ventilation for TNC room situated in Control Office due to fall ceiling. The 
AC which was available also taken for repair but not provided more than 10 months passed. 
Proper ventilation or AC to be provided since more than 5 TNC/staff are working at a time. 

Remarks: One window is available in TNC room of control office.  AC for this room is already 
provided by electrical department. 

Sr.DPO 
b)  Re-deployment of Surplus Typist Category: This union welcomes the decision taken by the 
administration with regards to merger of surplus Typist category with Ministerial Category ( Clerical 
category) in the division vide Office order No:24/Genl. Admin/2014 issued under letter No.H/P.531/ 
IV/Genl. Admin ( Typist) dated 18-11-2014. 
As seen from the notification issued by Administration that whenever surplus staff are meant for re-
deployment to other department, it shall be done equally amongst all the departments, especially 
Personnel, Mechanical, Commer -cial, Engineering, Operating, whereas in this notification, out of 13 No’s 
of surplus Typist category, 07 Surplus Typists ( Major portion) have been allotted to Engineering 
department. Due to this, the senior most staff of Engineering dept, who is waiting for the promotion, is 
getting affected badly. Depriving the promotion avenues of senior employees, who are working for a long 
time in the department, have badly affected due to the above order, which is not correct and not arbitrary. 
When such an order is to be issued, it shall be issued, duly deploying to all departments equally, so that 
the impact will be bare minimum. In this connection, Secretary Administrative branch has also written a 
letter dated 12.01.2015 and this aspect has already been brought to the notice of Sr. DPO personally by 
Divl. President, but no action has been taken till date. As such, the union urges the administration to re-
deploy the surplus Typist category equally amongst all the departments, as to not to affect the 
promotional avenues of the senior most staff working in the concerned departments. 

 
 



Subject NO.8/34  
 Sr.DEE/M, DEN/HQ 

In Administration branch of SWRMU office heavy roof leakage is there during rainy season   
most of places fall ceiling is broken and there is no proper electrical fittings. 

Remarks: No representation received by this office, either by ADEN/HQ and SSE/W/SW/UBL 
office for repair work.  However problem will be studies by ADEN/HQ and will be attended. 
 
Subject NO.9/34  

Sr. DEN/W 
a)   LD colony approach roads to be repaired. 

Remarks: Work completed. 
Sr. DOM 

b)  Posting of Clerks at SS office at CLR. 

Remarks: Already on OS is available at SS office CLR. 
Sr. DCM 

c)  RG arrangements to CCs at Booking office CLR. 
 
Remarks: Necessary instructions have already been issued to CCI/W/UBL vide this office letter 
dated H/C.415/Staff/RG-CLR/2015 dated 30.10.2015 to send RGCC regularly from LD station to 
CLR station. 

Sr.DEN/W 
d)  Heightening of RCD decanting area about 60 mts. long and 2 mts. long width since unable to 
attend decanting work during rainy season. 
 
Remarks: Joint inspection to be done by ADEN/CLR with union representative and work will be 
done as per report. 

CMS/RH 
e)  Provide Ambulance to CLR. 
 

Remarks: Provide Ambulance to CLR. 

Subject NO.10/34  
Sr. DEE/M 

Arrangements of R.O. plant: There is no proper drinking water facility in the TL work spot. Safe 
drinking water is very much essential for working TLD staff in work spot. Hence, one R.O. plant 
may be provided. 

Remarks: Presently no place is available for installation of RO with electrical department. 

Subject NO.11/34  
Sr. DEN/W,  Sr.DPO 

a)One Room for Union at SVM station: At SVM in SSE/P.Way/SVM office nearly 205 Track 
maintainers and other station staff are working. Now the staffs are demanding to open a small 
room for union activities. And whatever problems are receiving from staff at SVM station it can 
be solved by local level. 

Remarks: Sr.DEN/W:  Pertains to Personnel Branch. 



Sr. DOM 
 
b) One TNC post is required in SKVL: Previously one TNC was working at SKVL the same 
employee was transfer to VSG. Now, approximately 30 to 35 fertilizers rakes are moving from 
SKVL station. Presently there is no TNC, station Master is looking after the TNC work. Now they 
are complaining to this union it is not possible to look after two works that is train movements 
and fertilizers rakes.  This union requests the administration kindly post one TNC at SKVL. 

Remarks: 21 posts of TNCs were surrendered during SM posts restructuring.  However, 
posting of One TNC at SKVL will be examined. 

Sr. DEN/W 
c) Drainage to be provided near Union Office at VSG: One drainage near union office it is not 
connected outside drainage. In rainy season rain water is stagnated in front of 33 block railway 
quarters near health unit, Union office, SC/ST office, OBC Office. Water is entering in the 
railway quarters 33 blocks nearly two feet water stagnated inside the quarters and office.  This 
union requests the administration to construct one big drainage in this location. 
 
Subject NO.12/34  

Sr. DOM 
Posting of Traffic inspector at MPT: When the loading operations started a decade ago, MPT 
used to load about three to four rakes per day. At that juncture, to liason, coordinate and 
monitor the operations between the Port and the railways, a Traffic Inspector was posted at 
MPT. The loading/unloading operations have since doubled to ( 8 min and 11 max) but the 
vacant post has not been filled up till date and thereby this work load was shifted on to the 
Station Manager and Traffic Inspector of the section. This has affected the maintenance of the 
station and the section. Hence it is requested that a ‘Traffic Inspector/MPT be filled up. 

Remarks: As on date, there are 64 vacancies in SMs cadre.  TI/VSG is nominated for 7 stations 
only.  His services are being utilized at VSG also. Further AO/VSG is available for monitoring 
the loading/unloading operations at VSG/MPT.  However, on filling up of 64 vacancies in SMs 
cadre.  Personnel Branch, posting will be done for TI/MPT post. 

Subject NO.13/34  
Sr. DEE/M 

a)Ballari is known to be very hot place, especially during summer it is unbearable, and staffs are 
put into untold suffering with severe dehydration. Hence, this union demands to provide desert 
air coolers to all offices immediately. 

Remarks: Indent has already prepared and will be sent to account for vetting. 
 

Sr. DOM, Sr.DEE/M 
b)Ballari is known to be very hot place, especially during summer it is unbearable, staff are put 
into untold suffering with severe dehydration. Hence, this union demands to provide desert air 
coolers to all offices immediately. 

Remarks: Matter pertains to Sr.DEE/UBL. Sr.DEE has been requested to provide vide this 
office letter No.H/T.154/ Divn./ PNM/ 15 dated 11.11.2015. 



Subject NO.14/34  
Sr. DEE/M 

a)At Ballari Booking office whenever there is a power cut to switch on the generator it needs 
minimum five minutes entire office will be plunged into darkness specially at peak hours it is 
very difficult to manage. Hence this union demands to provide emergency light to avoid 
sufferings of the staff.  

Remarks: Emergency light has been provided in Bellary booking office.  However for full-
fledged emergency lights, work is already sanctioned, indents under process once material 
comes dedicated emergency lights system for BAY will booking office will be in place. 

CMS/RH 
b) At BAY Rly Hospital there is no supply of mask, whenever break out of Virus disease like 
Swine Flu etc which are contagious and dangerous. Staff who are directly dealing with public 
need to be prevented by providing with sophisticated and medicated masks. This union request 
to provide the same. 
 
Remarks: Already available. 
 
Subject NO.15/34  

Sr.DEE/M, Sr. DEN/E 
L.C.Gate No.6 is situated between BAY & OBM doesn’t have a permanent gate lodge, existing 
one covered with iron sheets, it is deli pated condition. Especially in rainy season it is very 
dangerous because rain water will be entering in to the electrical switch board due to this, there 
will be short circuit and entire iron built will get earthling. This is very dangerous; staff is put into 
high life risk while performing their duties. Since, it is not safe, this union requests to construct a 
new gate lodge before any untoward incident take place. 

Remarks: Sr.DEN/E: Construction of gate lodge will be planned, as there is no sanctioned work 
presently. 
 
Subject NO.16/34  

Sr. DEN/E 
At BNHT station, Toilet which is provided for the staff is blocked since one year inspite of 
informing  SSE/W/HPT, it is not been attended from the past one year. Staff are finding very 
difficult to attend nature call. This union urges to attend the repairs immediately. 

Remarks: Blockage of staff toilet was cleared on 07.11.2015.  A permanent repair work will be 
taken up. 

Subject NO.17/34  
Sr. DEN/E 

The gate lodge of LC Gate-8 at BNHT station, which was newly built, is not to the standard, a 
window doesn’t have shutters and it is built in such a way where in a ceiling fan cannot be 
provided. this area is prone to have wild (animals) poisonous and harmful creatures. This union 
demands to provide a standard gate lodge with fencing which covers winch and also a Winch 
shelter and steps to be provided before any untoward incident take place. 



Remarks: Window shutter work will be attended by 07.12.2015.  Winch shelter will be provided 
by 07.12.2015. 

Subject NO.18/34  
Sr.DEN/Co-Ord, Sr.DOM, Sr. DEN/E 

At BYC station existing building is old, a new building to be constructed with elevated view to 
enable SM on duty to exchange all right signals for train movements, as it has been done at 
PKL & KGW. Especially when rakes are stabled on road one, SMs are finding very difficult to 
exchange the all right signals. Hence, this union demands to address the problem at the 
earliest. 

Remarks: Sr.DEN/E: Present building is in sound condition, however, Sr.DOM/UBL can 
propose the same if there is operational difficulties.  

Remarks: Sr.DOM: Matter pertains to Engineering Department.  Sr.DEN/Co-Ord has been 
requested to provide vide this office letter No.H/T.154/Divn./PNM/15 dated 11.11.2015. 

Subject NO.19/34  
Sr. DEN/E 

a) At BYC station staff are suffering due to non availability of drinking water since the supply of 
Municipal water is once in fifteen days and the sump provided in the ground level, no proper 
closing arrangements are made, filled with all dirt’s and cattle’s often come and drink water, due 
to this it is polluted and not fit to use and also an old over head tank is provided which is not in 
use. This union request to make proper arrangements to close the sump and pump the water to 
the overhead tank. 

Remarks: At BYC station, source of water is from Bellary Municipal corporation pipeline which 
is passing very nearby station building and is supplying free of cost.  The water is stored in GLR 
and sometimes if pressure is available on old water tank also filled.  But this water is supplied 
once in a week and due to less pressure the HL tank is not filling now a days.  The old GLR and 
HL tank was cleaned before 14.11.2015 and one electrical pump is required to fill it in HL tank.  
A fencing will be provided around GLR to avoid cattle coming near to it.  

Sr.DEN/Co-Ord, Sr.DOM, Sr. DEN/E 
b) At BYC station on duty pointsmen are facing untold hardships while exchanging all right 
signals on off side in between Road 2 & 3, especially in rainy season and summer. Hence, this 
union urges to provide temporary shelter near Road-4. 
 

Remarks: Sr.DEN/E: Presently there is no shelter available in exchange point in many yeards.  
Operating department can propose work for online diversion. 

Remarks: Sr.DOM: Matter pertains to Engineering Department.  Sr.DEN/Co-Ord has been 
requested to provide. 

Subject NO.20/34  
Sr. DME/P 

Provision of Accommodation for CLIs/HPT : There are 4 CLIs posted at Hospet and required to 
work round the clock and as and when required by the administration they conducting enquiry 
and other day to day work in connection with the monitoring of the Loco’s. At present they are 



place to work without any accommodation with necessary furniture and computers. Hence this 
union urges for accommodation with necessary furniture and computers. 

Remarks: A room will be earmarked for Loco Inspectors to discharge their duties at their H.Q.  
Lap Tops are being procured and provided for their usage. 

Subject NO.21/34  
Sr. DOM 

Provision of gateman at LC No. 82A at Hospet Yard:- At present one gate man is forced to 
operate 2 gates i.e, LC No: 82 & 82A, LC No: 82 is located in grid No.1 where maximum 
number of trains passes through this gate it is interlocked with home and starter signals 
connected to ‘B’ Cabin and further this gate man has to operate LC No. 82A for reception and 
dispatch of trains on grid No.2 and close and open the gates for each and every shunting 
movements which is round the clock. Since shunting neck is provided at grid No.2 the gateman 
are forced and over stressed for working 2 gates. Sometimes facing the irr of commuters, 
further whenever he is attending the grid 2 shunting operations trains to receive and dispatch at 
grid no.1 is getting delayed. Hence there is need for operating separate staff for LC No.82A. 

Remarks: Out of 52 sanctioned strength, 48 Pointsman are available.  This sanction includes 
gate duties.  Due to sick, leave, RC causalities, SMR/HPT is unable to provide Pointsman to 
gate.  When there are no causalities, Pointsman will be deputed for gates.  However, 2 CG 
candidates will be posted at HPT. 

Subject NO.22/34  
Sr.DEN/E, Sr. DPO 

Provision of proper facilities at Railway Institute A.S.Gudi Colony at Hospet: The Railway 
Institute for functioning well with some limited facilities and fetching revenue to railways by way 
of renting it to marriage and other non-communal purposes, but of late the Institute completely 
damaged for want of maintenance and provision of facilities. At present following facilities are 
required to repair the earlier splendor: 

Remarks: Sr.DEN/E: As this requires major repairs, work will be proposed under revenue to 
attended it. 

Sr.DPO, Sr. DEN/E 
i)Floors to be provided with tiles, Wall to be distempered neatly, proper electricity facility to be 
provided at dining hall as well as main hall with frames, fans and tube lights, Marriage hall to be 
provided with false ceiling. The worn-out AC sheets should be replaced with new sheets (Fiber), 
Doors and windows to be replaced, Water taps to be replaced. 
 

Remarks: As this requires major repairs, work will be proposed under revenue to attended it. 

Subject NO.23/34  
Sr. DOM 

a) Provision of Spare Printer:- There are occasions  that printer in use at Hospet is getting failed 
frequently and thereby causing detention to train service for delaying in issue  of caution orders 
to the trains. Hence the spare printer may be provided. 

Remarks: SMR/HPT will be advised to collect Printer from this office. 



Sr. DOM 
b) Supply of sufficient ribbons to printer: There is a need of one ribbon box for every two days, 
but at present only one ribbon box is being supplied for one month. Hence suitable action may 
be taken to provide sufficient stock of ribbon as per requirement. 
 

Remarks: Sufficient number of printer ribbons will be supplied. 

Subject NO.24/34  
Sr. DEE/M 

Replacement of fused light bulbs in ROH shed/HPT: Presently only 8 to 10 bulbs are working in 
ROH shed out of 30 bulbs (approximately). Staff regularly working up to 21.00 hrs as there is no 
proper illumination. Staffs are facing problems yet times. This may lead to accidents. 
SSE/C&W/ROH/HPT has repeatedly communicated to SSE/E/HPT regarding this problem. But 
so far no action has been taken. Hence this union urges to replace all the fused bulbs with good 
ones immediately. 

Remarks: All defective bulbs are replaced and at present working satisfactorily. 
 
Subject NO.25/34  

Sr. DME/Dsl. 
Our staffs are always ready to go online to attend the troubles of the Loco or accompanying the 
Loco in the enroute. But a sufficient time and a proper procedure is to be adapted to programme 
the “Online” for example, the staff who have finished half/ more than half of the shift time, should 
not be forced to go online on urgently receipt of a message and at the same time it is to be 
processed to arrange to send the next shift staff to go for online to attend the loco which is in 
enroute and facing same trouble. The advance money is provided to staff who is going online if 
he requires unless he should not be compelled to go online. Berth is readily arranged to the staff 
who is going online for longer distances like 100 km or more than 100 km of distance utilization 
of Running room facilities should be applicable to our shed staff who are on online account or 
otherwise the administration had no right to pressurize the staff to go online without following 
the proper plan and system and without providing the online staff basic amenities. Hence this 
union urges to focus particularly over “Online processing system” to ensure the provision of the 
basic amenities for the online staff and facilitate safe attending of enroute Locos. 

Remarks: Most of the time on line loco trouble shooting is managed with the advice to Loco 
Pilots on mobile phone by concerned supervisors.  Some times to avoid loco failure and 
improve operation, staff are deputed on line to attend the loco problem.  

Subject NO.26/34  
Sr. DME/Dsl. 

While attending “TM” schedules of Loco the staff  of Elect/LS/Sec have to search for same old 
and empty tine which are not safety, not to sufficient extent of the height. This is not safety 
practice in the shed and the problem is not only being faced by Elect/LS/Sec staff but also the 
staff of Battery/UT Section/Air Brake section/TM Section & CP/HR/Sec. Hence this union urges 
to take necessary steps to procure suitable ladder stools as early as possible. 

Remarks: Required stool will be procured and given to section. 



 
Subject NO.27/34  

Sr.DOM, Sr.DCM, Sr. DEN/E 
Provide IInd Class waiting hall at Bijapur station: as Bijapur is a ‘B’ city there is no IInd Class 
waiting hall for Gents and ladies. This union requests to provide Waiting Hall At Bijapur station. 

Remarks: Sr.DOM: Matter pertains to Commercial and Engineering department. 
 

Remarks: Sr.DCM: The proposal for improvement to station building, other passenger 
amenities at SVM, KUD, UGR, BGM, BJP, MLP & DAJ including FOB’s at KUD & UGR at newly 
declared Adrash stations has been proposed for PWP 2016-17 under plan PH-5300, in which 
provision of 2nd class waiting rooms separate for ladies and gents (Upper class) and 2nd class 
waiting rooms separate for ladies & gents (for general) have been included.   

Subject NO.28/34  
Sr. DPO 

20% of HRA to be increased as it is eligible for the Bijapur City since it is upgraded for 
Corporation, supporting documents given. 
 
Subject NO.29/34  

Sr. DCM 
Detention to trains on account of over carry parcels/ package from enroute/ stations: Due to 
over carry parcels of other stations are the parcels are coming to Hubli station as a terminating 
point and transshipment point. Staff are not in a position to complete the day today work is 
carried along with parcel office, Hubli, for which staff are harassed and charge sheeted/ 
threatened for punishment and same should be avoid please. 

Remarks: CPSR/UBL have been instructed to furnish the details of over carried parcels 
received during Oct.2015 to process further in the matter vide letter No.H/C.441/PLS/Misc./15 
dated 30.10.2015. 

Subject NO.30/34  
Sr. DCM 

a)Earmarking berth for TTE by train No: 17305/02779 (A2 Coach): COR’s are facing lot of 
hardship to work by the above mentioned train no 17305/02779 Ex UBL/NZM  as there is no 
earmarked TTE berth in A2  Coach. Hence this union requests the administration to provide one 
berth to the COR. 

Remarks: A reference has been made to CCM/SWR/UBL vide this office letter 
No.H/C.518/PRS/Misc./15 dated 10.07.2015 to earmark one berth for on duty TTE in A2 coach 
of T.No.17305/12779 Ex.UBL/NZM Express. 

Sr. DCM 
b) Train no 17319/ 17320 UBL-SC and back which is regularized the TTE’s are facing problem 
to work by the train up to Hutigi. Since it is arriving at 04:15 hrs towards SC. To avail rest there 
is no rest room or any other facilities and TTE are stay at platform nearly 3 hrs holding money 
value book and cash. Hence this union urges the administration to allow us to work upto BJP 
and back. 

Remarks: This is being examined duly drawing links with working hours. 



 
द ण प म रेलवे 

SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY 
 

मंडल कायलय/Divisional Office, 

कािमक शाखा/Personnel Branch, 

ःथावातंऽ अनुभाग/PNM Section, 

       हुबली/Hubli, 

No. H/P.694/SWRMU/GM PNM/29                                           दनांक/Date: 26th  February 2016. 
 
CPO/SWR/UBL: 
 

(For kind attention of Sri C.K.KUTTY, Dy.CPO/IR/SWR/UBL) 
 

  Sub: Remarks on the 29th Zonal PNM meeting to be held by GM/SWR/UBL  
                                 with SWRM Union (Review Subjects) – Reg. 
 
   Ref: No.SWR/(P).694/TU/SWRMU/28th PNM dated 16.11.’15. 
                                                                                ***** 
 
 Remarks for the subjects 07/02/2012, 28/01/2014, 30/01/2014, 20/02/2014, 25/02/2014, 
28/02/2014, 29/02/2014, 30/02/2014, 08/02/2015, 14/02/2015, 13/02/2015 (a), (b) & (c)  and 
14/02/2015 of 28th Zonal PNM with SWRM Union are being sent herewith for further necessary 
action please. 
 

 
 

(सजुा महमदू / SHUJA MAHAMOOD)                                  

                                                                               व र  मडंल कािमक अिधकार   /Sr.DPO/UBL 
  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
द ण प म रेलवे 

SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY 
 

मंडल कायलय/Divisional Office, 

कािमक शाखा/Personnel Branch, 

ःथावातंऽ अनुभाग/PNM Section, 

       हुबली/Hubli, 

No. H/P.694/SWRMU/GM PNM/29                                           दनांक/Date: 26th  February 2016. 
 
CPO/SWR/UBL: 
 

(For kind attention of Sri C.K.KUTTY, Dy.CPO/IR/SWR/UBL) 
 

  Sub: Remarks on the 29th Zonal PNM meeting to be held by GM/SWR/UBL  
                                 with SWRM Union (Agenda Subjects) – Reg. 
 
   Ref: No.SWR/(P).694/TU/SWRMU/28th PNM dated 23.12.’15. 
                                                                                ***** 
 
 Remarks for the subjects 04/03/2015, 16/03/2015, 19/03/2015, 2/03/2015, 24/03/2015, 
26/03/2015, 27/03/2015, 28/03/2015, 29/03/2015 and 30/03/2015 of 28th Zonal PNM with 
SWRM Union are being sent herewith for further necessary action please. 
 

 
 

(सजुा महमदू / SHUJA MAHAMOOD)                                  

                                                                               व र  मडंल कािमक अिधकार   /Sr.DPO/UBL 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


